SECOND FLOOR PLAN

SPECIAL NOTES

- THERE ARE 3 NOS EXISTING AC SPLIT UNITS OPERATING IN THE SPACE. 2 NOS ADDITIONAL UNITS ARE TO BE PROVIDED. ALL UNITS TO BE OPERATED THROUGH A DIGITAL SEQUENCE TIMER TO MAKE THEM OPERATE WITH 6 HR ON/OFF CYCLE ALLOWING 1 UNIT TO BE ON STANDBY AT ANY GIVEN TIME WITH 4 UNITS ON RUNNING MODE.
- EXST. UNITS TO BE SHIFTED / RELOCATED UNDER THE SCOPE OF THIS CONTRACT AND THEIR REFRIGERANT & DRAIN PIPING, SUPPORTS AND POWER SUPPLY TO BE SHIFTED / PROVIDED NEW. ALL SUCH WORKS ARE DESIGNED UNDER THIS CONTRACT.
- THE ELECTRICAL SUPPLY TO THE NEW PANEL IS TO BE TAPPED FROM THE NEAREST FLOOR PANEL/DB AS / SITE.
- THE NEW & EXST. ATO EQUIPMENT TO BE PROVIDED POWER SUPPLY AS PER SLD CARRIED OVER CABLE TRAYS / SADDLED TO WALL / ROOF / FLOOR AS DIRECTED BY PROJECT IN CHARGE. THIS SHALL BE EITHER CONNECTED DIRECTLY TO THE EQUIPMENT / TERMINATED IN A MCB FLOOR BOX CLOSE TO THE MACHINE LOCATION AS DIRECTED.

NOTE:-

5M (3 EXST & 2 NEW) 1.5 TR WALL MOUNTED SPLIT IDU SIZE W-1050Hx290VD300 EACH
5M (3 EXST & 2 NEW) 1.5 TR WALL MOUNTED SPLIT ODU SIZE W-825xH350X300 EACH

AC UNIT & DRAIN ARRANGEMENT

- OUTDOOR UNIT-1
  - Cu. WIRE 2x6+1x6 Sq.mm (1.5 TR)
  - OUTSIDE CABLE TRAY SUPPORT FROM CEILING.
  - DIGITAL SEQUENCE TIMER WITH 6 HR ON/OFF TIME DURATION
  - MCCB

- OUTDOOR UNIT-2
  - Cu. WIRE 2x6+1x6 Sq.mm (1.5 TR)
  - RUNNING TRAP
  - MCCB

- OUTDOOR UNIT-3
  - Cu. WIRE 2x6+1x6 Sq.mm (1.5 TR)
  - MCCB

- OUTDOOR UNIT-4
  - Cu. WIRE 2x6+1x6 Sq.mm (1.5 TR)
  - MCCB

- OUTDOOR UNIT-5
  - Cu. WIRE 2x6+1x6 Sq.mm (1.5 TR)
  - MCCB

- COPPER PIPE 20 MM Ø DRAIN PIPE TYP.
- COLLECTOR DRAIN PIPE 25 MM Ø HORZ.
- COLLECTOR DRAIN PIPE 25 MM Ø Vert.
- COLLECTOR DRAIN PIPE 25 MM Ø Horz.
- COLLECTOR DRAIN PIPE 25 MM Ø Vert.

- PLUMBING/MEP DETAILS
- DRAIN PIPE 20 Ø MM
- DRAIN PIPE 25 Ø MM
- DRAIN PIPE 25 Ø MM Ø TO NEAREST DRAIN POINT IN THE PANTRY

EXISTING PANTRY

GENERAL NOTES

- THIS DRAWING IS THE PROPERTY & COPYRIGHT OF M/S VASTUKRITI AND NOT TO BE COPIED OR USED IN ANY MANNER WITHOUT THEIR WRITTEN PERMISSION.
- THIS DRAWING IS THE PROPERTY & COPYRIGHT OF M/S VASTUKRITI AND NOT TO BE COPIED OR USED IN ANY MANNER WITHOUT THEIR WRITTEN PERMISSION.
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